I. INTRODUCTION
A. General E MERGING photovoltaic (PV) cell technologies have to be operationally stable to transition from laboratory "heroes" to commercially viable devices. In the case of bulk heterojunction (BHJ) organic photovoltaic (OPV) devices, stability is controlled by a number of internal and external factors: Internally, the electrochemical stability of the donor and acceptor materials and the chemical stability of the electrode materials are key. Externally, the ability of cost-efficient transparent encapsulation layers to prevent ingress of water and oxygen is essential. In addition, excluding oxygen and water during manufacture is critical, which is emphatically demonstrated, e.g., by the work of Luther et al. [1] , wherein devices were purposefully exposed to oxygen during manufacture, with significant impact on their performance.
Common dc electrical characterization under AM 1.5 illumination establishes a number of performance parameters and their decay with operational lifetime. However, it cannot fully discern the nature of degradation mechanisms in complex device architectures. For detailed understanding of a cell's internal processes, and clues toward degradation mechanisms, it is often helpful to study a solar cells' response to a dynamic (ac) stimulus.
B. Impedance-and Conventional Intensity-Modulated Spectroscopies
Electrical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) is a widely established tool for the study of electrical networks and electrochemical systems under dynamic stimulus and has been applied to assess dynamic processes, stability, and degradation mechanisms in the different constituent layers of solar cells, e.g., by fitting measured impedance spectra to equivalent circuits, or drift/diffusion models [2] - [4] . However, since solar cells by design convert a light input into an electrical output, they are susceptible to an alternative light-driven spectroscopy to study the dynamics of their internal processes, known as intensitymodulated spectroscopy (IMS). Typically, a fast LED is modulated to emit a light intensity L + ΔL sin ωt, ΔL < L, that is projected onto a PV cell, and amplitude and phase of the cell's electrical response are recorded as a function of modulation frequency. IMS has been applied to various types of solar cells, including OPVs, dye-sensitized solar cells, and CdTe/CdS cells [1] , [5] - [10] . Two modes of IMS are established in the literature, namely intensity-modulated photovoltage spectroscopy (IMVS) [8] , [9] , which records the frequency-dependent modulation of a solar cell's open-circuit voltage (V OC ) under modulated L, and intensity-modulated photocurrent spectroscopy (IMPS) [1] , [5] - [7] , recording the frequency-dependent modulation of a solar cell's short-circuit current (I SC ). IMPS is more common, as for moderate or high L (including AM 1.5); V OC is nearindependent of L, while I SC is proportional to L. Frequency dependence of the amplitude and phase of the PV cell's electrical response may be presented in Bode and/or Nyquist plots, like in EIS, albeit an IMS Nyquist plot does not display electric impedance. Instead, it may show real and imaginary parts of ΔV (Re ΔV/Im ΔV, in volts) for IMVS, or ΔI (in Amperes) for IMPS when ΔL is not known in absolute terms, or of ΔV/ΔL or ΔI/ΔL (in Vm 2 /W, or Am 2 /W) when ΔL is known absolutely. 
C. Intensity Modulated Spectroscopy Under Finite Load
Practically, solar cells operate neither under open-circuit ("infinite" load resistor, R L ) nor short-circuit (zero R L ) conditions, but under an electric load R MPP with 0 < R MPP < ∞ that tunes the cell to its maximum power point (MPP) voltage V MPP . Fig. 1 illustrates that IMS can be conducted on cells under a finite load R L :
Schematic dc I/V characteristics of a given solar cell under different light intensities in the order AM 1.5 are illustrated in Fig. 1(b) . I SC increases in proportion to light intensity; V OC is near constant. The load resistor R L is represented by a load line. The intersection of the load line with the I/V characteristic gives the resulting dc voltage V of a solar cell illuminated by a particular light intensity and loaded with R L . We will call this V the "voltage point" for R L . Under light intensity modulation ± ΔL, V will be modulated by ± ΔV. In the limit of low frequency, ΔV can be read graphically by the intersections of the same load line with the I/V characteristics for L ± ΔL, as shown in Fig. 1(b) . At higher modulation frequencies, the amplitude of ΔV will drop and display a phase (ϕ) with respect to ΔL, leading to an IMS spectrum at R L . Fig 1(b) reveals a weakness of both IMVS (R L → ∞: load line parallel to the Vaxis) and IMPS (R L → 0: load line parallel to the I-axis): In both cases, the measured voltage modulation tends to zero even for low frequency, leading to difficulties in practical measurement. For IMPS, this has to be overcome by measuring current instead of voltage, using a current-to-voltage (I/V) converter. However, when R L is chosen similar to R MPP , we find a finite ΔV without the I/V converter.
We here configure a generic digital lock-in as a bespoke IMS spectrometer and introduce a new mode of IMS different from both the established IMVS and IMPS, by applying intensitymodulated light to OPV cells that are externally loaded with finite R L , including R MPP . We rationalize our results by comparison with simulations on a generic equivalent circuit model and identify working near MPP as the optimum mode of IMS. We use IMS under finite load to study the ageing of stored OPV cells and find an ageing-related high-frequency feature that is invisible in both IMPS and IMVS. We can model the observed feature by extending the generic equivalent circuit at the BHJ capacitance branch. We link the ageing-related feature to Circuit scheme of the dc + ac adder circuit, which adds a dc bias to the ac lock-in reference output to drive the LED. The lock-in reference output is represented by a voltage source, top left. DC voltage supply is from 2 × 9 V batteries stabilized by capacitors (right). The level of dc bias is set by a potentiometer. The LED (D1) is highlighted. As a performance test of the dc + ac adder, we fed the dc + ac signal directly into the lock-in measurement input and found no measurable drop in ac amplitude and less than 1°of added phase, up to 250 kHz.
prior reports on the chemical etching of indium tin oxide (ITO) contacts by the acidic PSS dopant of the PEDOT:PSS hole extraction layer, and subsequent diffusion of indium ions [11] , [12] . Finally, we establish a method to determine BHJ capacitance by IMS without absolute calibration of LED intensity.
II. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS

A. Intensity-Modulated Spectroscopy Instrument
A commercial instrument for IMPS is available from [13] , and impedance analyzers can be adapted to work as IMPS instruments, e.g., [5] . Here, we have developed an alternative far more affordable and portable intensity modulation instrument that can perform IMS at any point of a solar cell's I/V characteristic. We built our system [see Fig. 2 (a)] around the digital Anfatec USB 250 lock-in amplifier [14] , otherwise using only a PC with LabView software, and electronic small parts. Sinusoidal light intensity modulation is facilitated from the lock-in's Table I ). The LED drive current modulation was reduced to ±1 mA with unchanged 18-mA dc bias. Rather than recording full IM spectra, we manually tuned modulation frequency until phase equaled −45°; this frequency is known as "corner frequency" f c . We also recorded modulation amplitude at −45°and compared with modulation amplitude in the low-frequency limit.
B. Organic Solar Cell Preparation and Characterization
We here studied a state-of-the-art BHJ OPV cell using as its active layer a blend of a low bandgap hole transporting semiconducting polymer, abbreviated PFDT2BT-8 (see the inset to Fig. S1 , which is available in the online supplementary information), and an electron accepting C 70 derivative, with a PEDOT:PSS hole extracting layer. The synthesis of PFDT2BT-8 is described in [15] . Active device area was 2.86 mm 2 , which is small enough to be illuminated entirely by the bright spot of our LED. Details of cell manufacture, characterization, and selection of suitable cells are described in our supplementary information. In brief, the performance characteristics of OPV "pixel" used here were j SC = −10.7 mA/cm 2 , V OC = 902 mV, MPP at V MPP = 680 mV, maximum power density P MPP = 6.2 mW/cm 2 , shunt resistance R Sh = 70 kΩ, and serial resistance R S = 520 Ω under AM 1.5 illumination. However, performance parameters were significantly different under the much less intense illumination by our red LED driven at 18 mA, In all plots, Re ΔV is normalized to its value in the limit of f → 0 Hz, while Im ΔV is normalized to its minimum magnitude.
namely, j sc = −0.51 mA/cm 2 , V OC = 800 mV, V MPP = 650 mV, P MPP = 270 μW/cm 2 , R sh = 350 kΩ, and R s = 6.4 kΩ. For the simulation of impedance spectra of loaded OPV cells by equivalent circuit models, we used LT SPICE software version IV from Linear Technology [17] . We customized the properties of rectifying diodes used in equivalent circuits; in particular, we selected a much reduced saturation (reverse bias) current, in the order of picoamperes rather than nanoamperes as found in stock (inorganic) diodes. For all settings of R L , the general shape of our IMS Nyquist plots is dominated by a semicircle (or semi-ellipse; note that the scales on Re/Im axis differ) in the fourth quadrant of the complex plane. However, the characteristic parameters of the semicircles change with R L , and there is a "shoulder" feature at high frequencies that deviates from perfect semicircular shape for most choices of load resistance R L . However, Fig. 3(b) shows that this "shoulder" is largely absent in the extreme cases, high R L (approaching open circuit, IMVS mode) and low R L (approaching short circuit, IMPS mode). IMPS and IMVS spectra are somewhat flattened compared with a perfect semicircle, but without the distinct "shoulder" feature seen at MPP load, which would, therefore, be missed in the traditional IMVS and IMPS modes. We first investigate and rationalize the dependence of the dominant semicircles' characteristics with R L , using a generic equivalent circuit model (see the inset to Fig. 5 ) that describes the dominant semicircle's parameters. Then, we discuss the origin of the high-frequency shoulder in the context of previous work.
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A. Intensity-Modulated Spectra Taken Under Finite Load
B. Magnitude and Corner Frequencies: Measurement Versus Generic Equivalent Circuit Modeling
The characteristic parameters of our Nyquist semicircles are their magnitude, characterized by the limit of Re ΔV (f → 0), and the "corner frequency" f c , which is given by the frequency where Im ΔV has its minimum (i.e., maximum magnitude). Re ΔV (f → 0) is equal to the dc ΔV shown in Fig. 1(b) . The electric conditions (loads R L and dc voltage points, i.e., the voltages selected by the respective R L , as well as the corresponding current densities j under LED illumination) and characteristic parameters f c , Re ΔV (f → 0), of the IMS spectra shown in Fig. 3 are summarized in Table S1 (supplementary information) and plotted in Fig. 4 .
The small amplitudes of Re ΔV (f → 0) for both small, and large, values of R L (i.e., voltage point approaching 0 and V OC , respectively) are easily understood as low/high R L corresponds to a near-vertical, or near-horizontal, load line in Fig. 1(b) , To rationalize our results, we compared with LT SPICE simulations on a generic OPV equivalent circuit (e.g., Narayan) that was loaded externally by R L (see the inset to Fig. 5 ). As circuit components representing our OPV cells, we selected R Sh = 100 kΩ and R S = 2 kΩ < R Sh (similar to the parameters extracted from Figs. S1 and S4i the supplementary information), C BHJ = 4 nF (for magnitude of C BHJ ; cf., Section III-D), and a modified 1N914 diode designated as 1N914_KA. Diode modification consisted of selecting a lower reverse bias saturation current (I S ). I S influences the equivalent circuit's V OC , and I S = 3 pA was chosen so that the equivalent circuit replicates the observed V OC of our OPV cell. The magnitude of the current source was set to 25 μA dc with an ac modulation of 5 μA. Fig. 5 shows a simulated "Nyquist rainbow" under different R L in the order kiloohms (R S < R L < R Sh ), corresponding to the experimental results in Fig. 3 .
Simulated Nyquist plots of the generic OPV equivalent circuit give exact semicircles/ellipses at all voltage points without the observed high-frequency "shoulder" even when simulated cells are loaded to near MPP, but semicircles show different magnitude Re ΔV (f → 0) and corner frequency f c for different voltage points. For comparison with experimental results, we plot characteristic features of the simulated equivalent circuit in Fig. 6 , which corresponds to Fig. 4 .
For both experimental and simulated spectra, the magnitude of Re ΔV (f → 0) strongly depends on the magnitude of R L , i.e., voltage point, V. The Re ΔV (f → 0) versus voltage point plots for experiment (see Fig. 4 ) and simulation (see Fig. 6 ) are very similar, both resembling a power profile, peaking near MPP. The broad and flat minimum of f c shown in Fig. 4 is also replicated by simulation (see Fig. 6 ). Quantitatively, f c is about three times higher in simulation than in the experiment. Quantitative differences for f c probably mainly arise from the difficulties of simulating the nonlinear properties of an organic BHJ diode in the equivalent circuit model with conventional software. Note that Gundlach et al. [6] have avoided the diode in their simulations altogether, linearizing it by an incremental resistor. This is acceptable when a single fixed-voltage point is studied (indeed, we do this ourselves in Section III-D) but not when we study voltage point dependence of f c , as the diode incremental resistance does change (nonlinearly) with voltage point. SPICE software offers a selection of stock inorganic diodes, with the option for customizing. To account for two of the differences between stock diodes and organic BHJ diodes, we selected a significantly smaller saturation current (order pA versus nA) due to lower carrier mobility and added 4-nF C BHJ // diode to add to the (order pF) capacitance of a stock diode, albeit C BHJ is not voltage dependent, while diode capacitance is [4] . We also do not know the ideality factor (n) of our BHJ OPV diode, or if it is quantitatively described by the standard diode equation at all. The observed behavior of Re ΔV (f → 0) (a dc property) under different R L can, therefore, be understood near-quantitatively by the generic equivalent circuit model (see the inset to Fig. 5 ), but f c (ac property) only qualitatively. Practically, the increased modulation amplitude ΔV and reduced corner frequency under loads near R MPP are welcome: Increased amplitude improves the signal-to-noise ratio, and reduced corner frequency effectively extends the instrumental bandwidth to higher frequencies. The latter can be seen in Fig. 3(b) , where the MPP spectrum approaches the origin more closely than either IMPS or IMVS spectra, although all terminate at the same frequency, i.e., 250 kHz. We, thus, propose a new mode of IMS working at MPP, rather than the established open-circuit (IMVS) and shortcircuit (IMPS) modes, as both the most realistic and practically most convenient modes of IMS.
C. Spectral Features at High Frequency: Relation to Cell Ageing
At high frequencies, there remains a difference between experiment and generic circuit simulation results, namely, a high-frequency "shoulder" in experimental spectra taken under finite loads, in particular when R L ∼ R MPP . This feature is invisible near open circuit (IMVS mode) and near short circuit (IMPS mode); cf., Fig. 3(b) . Qualitatively, in IMPS, most current generated by the cell's current source will flow through the external short circuit. Under open-circuit conditions, the cell's internal diode will be strongly forward-biased, resulting in a low resistance internal current path. Under finite load, however, both external current path and internal diode display significant resistance, thus forcing more current through the BHJ capacitance path, in particular at high frequencies, when capacitative impedance drops. Thus, IMS under finite load may reveal latent spectral features originating at the BHJ that remain hidden in IMPS and IMVS modes. For comparison, Semenekhin et al. [9] previously reported IMPS and IMVS on a similar OPV cell but using a different light-absorbing/hole-conducting polymer in the BHJ blend. They observed a marked difference between IMPS and IMVS spectra, which we find to be rather similar [cf., Fig. 3(b) ], but like here, neither their IMPS nor IMVS spectra display a high-frequency "shoulder." Instead, Semenekhin et al. report a strong "third quadrant" (negative Re ΔV) highfrequency feature in IMPS that is absent in IMVS [9] . Negative Re ΔV is associated with the finite transit time of carriers between exciton splitting at the heterojunction and extraction at the contacts [9] . Here, spectra under all loads, including near-IMPS, remain in the fourth quadrant, suggesting faster carrier extraction.
We find that the high-frequency "shoulder" seen under finite load is exacerbated by aging of OPV cells. We repeated IMS on a cell after it was stored in dark conditions under ambient atmosphere for 30 days. An AM 1.5 characterization of a stored cell (not shown here) shows that j SC has dropped to 3.2 mA/cm 2 , V OC and V MPP dropped to 879 and 620 mV, respectively, and the maximum power dropped to 1.6 mW/cm 2 , with corresponding increase of R MPP compared with a fresh cell. R Sh and R S under AM 1.5 have increased to 2.4 kΩ and 120 Ω, respectively. Fig. 7 compares Nyquist plots of IMS spectra at same R L (61 kΩ) before and after storage.
The overall larger size of the Nyquist plot indicates that R L = 61 kΩ leads to a voltage point close to the peak of the Re ΔV (f → 0) versus voltage point profile for the degraded cell, but not for the fresh cell, where the corresponding voltage point of 683 mV is in the steeply declining flank of the profile (cf., Fig. 4) . However, the high-frequency feature for the aged cell is now more clearly separated from the dominant semicircle, morphing from "shoulder" to "foot."
Prior qualitative reasoning suggests that the high-frequency feature seen for loaded cells originates at the BHJ. We, therefore, extended the generic equivalent circuit by a resistor parallel to a capacitor (R//C) in series with the BHJ capacitance. Fig. 8 shows the extended equivalent circuit and simulated spectra for different magnitudes of the added R ext //C ext . When suitable parameters for R ext //C ext are chosen, simulated spectra now include the high-frequency "shoulder" or "foot" features, similar as in experimental spectra (see Fig. 7 ). The weaker high-frequency feature for a "fresh" sample captures aging at an early stage; note that a larger value of C ext results in a smaller modification of C BHJ . Modeling, thus, confirms the origin of the ageing-related high-frequency feature is located at the BHJ itself.
OPV aging was the subject of detailed recent studies [18] , [19] , who reported a number of different degradation mechanisms. An important mechanism that will occur even in dark storage is the etching of ITO electrodes by the acidic dopant of the PEDOT:PSS hole extraction layer, polystyrene sulfonic acid (PSS), which liberates indium ions. A Rutherford Backscattering Spectrometry study by Janssen et al. [11] , and TOF-SIMS studied by Jonkheijm et al. [12] , on model devices with PEDOT:PSS hole extracting layer showed that Indium will subsequently diffuse across the hole extracting layer into the BHJ region. We, therefore, assign the ageing-related highfrequency feature to the diffusion of indium ions that originate from the etching of ITO by PSS to the BHJ.
D. Measuring Bulk Heterojunction Capacitance
Finally, we used IMS on a stored sample to determine the BHJ capacitance, in the sense of C BHJ within the equivalent circuit model (see the inset to Fig. 5) , at a voltage point near MPP. C BHJ is not accessible from dc j/V measurements. Instead, we added different external capacitive loads, C L , in parallel to fixed external R L = 32.7 kΩ (C L //R L ), and identified f c as described in Section II. Corner frequencies dropped with increasing parallel C L , as shown in Table I .
To evaluate the behavior of IMS spectra under C L //R L , we (mentally) replace the diode in the generic equivalent circuit (see the inset to Fig. 5 ) by its incremental resistor R D , which is justified for a given voltage point and small modulation amplitudes (ΔL << L; note that we dropped ΔI to 1 mA to find f c under C L ). With R D replacing the diode in the circuit inset of Fig. 5 , its corner frequency is given by
where the "//" symbol stands for the total resistance resulting from parallel resistors. When an external load capacitor C L is added parallel to load R L , the extended circuit [indicated by prime in (2)] is characterized by corner frequency:
Equations (1) and (2) rely on two assumptions, namely that R S << R L and hence R S can be neglected in the expression for the total effective resistance, (R D //R S H //(R L + R S )), seen by the photocurrent source, I L ; and R S C L << (C L + C BHJ )(R Sh //R D ). We verified the latter by checking that the two criteria for f c (−45°phase shift, −3 dB amplitude drop = drop to 71% w.r.t. low frequency modulation amplitude) are met simultaneously. This observation also implies that the pole resulting from C BHJ is well separated from any higher frequency pole due to C ext (as defined in the inset to Fig. 8 ). This agrees with the earlier observation that high-frequency "shoulder" features in Nyquist plots are clearly separated from the dominant lower frequency corner due to C BHJ . High-frequency features related to C ext , thus, do not interfere with our determination of C BHJ ; on the other hand, we cannot determine the magnitude of C ext in the way described here.
Division of (1) and (2) leads to (3a) and (3b), shown below, which are mathematically equivalent:
Equation (3a) relates the unknown BHJ capacitance to known C L and measured corner frequencies, without knowledge of ΔL in absolute terms nor of resistors R D , R S , and R Sh . Equation (3b) suggests a plot of f c /f c versus C L , giving a straight line that intercepts the C L axis at -C BHJ , thus allowing determination of C BHJ by extrapolation. Fig. 9 shows a plot of the data from Table I in the form suggested by (3b).
We find a very good straight line fit, which indicates that the underlying assumptions are met. We, therefore, extrapolate a BHJ capacitance of 3.9 nF, corresponding to a specific capacitance of approximately 140 nF/cm 2 . For comparison, we estimate a hypothetical "geometric" specific capacitance by "modeling" a BHJ OPV as a parallel-plate capacitor of thickness d = 100 nm separated by a dielectric medium of dielectric constant k = 1.5. This gives C GEO = 13.3 nF/cm 2 , which is an order of magnitude smaller than the actual BHJ capacitance. This discrepancy clearly illustrates the inadequacy of approximating a BHJ by a parallel-plate capacitor, as this ignores the BHJ's large internal interface area. Since maximizing internal interface area is the objective of BHJs, we propose the BHJ specific capacitance as an indicator of BHJ quality.
IV. CONCLUSION
We have reported a combined experimental and theoretical study of light-intensity-modulated solar cell spectroscopy (IMS) on BHJ OPV cells. We have designed and built a cost-effective IMS spectrometer from generic lab equipment and introduce a generalized mode of IMS by loading PV cells with resistors R L . The previously established IMPS (R L → 0) and IMVS (R L → ∞) are the extreme cases of the more general mode introduced here. We rationalize the observed IMS spectra under different loads by simulations on a generic equivalent circuit model. Loading cells to MPP emerges as the optimum mode of IMS: MPP is the realistic working condition for a solar cell; the measured signal (and hence, signal-to-noise ratio) is largest for given modulation amplitude and corner frequency is lowest, thus effectively extending IMS to higher frequency. In addition, we observe an ageing-related high-frequency feature in the IMS spectra of loaded cells that are invisible in both IMPS and IMVS.
These can be accounted for by introducing a modification on the BHJ capacitance branch of the generic circuit model, thus locating the cause of the ageing-related feature at the BHJ itself. Finally, we introduce an experimental procedure and data analysis scheme to determine BHJ capacitance by IMS without detailed knowledge of equivalent circuit parameters and without absolute calibration of light intensity modulation amplitude.
